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ON SEMIPERFECT FPF-RINGS 

MOHAMED YOUSIF 

ABSTRACT. We show that a semiperfect right FPF-ring is right self-injective if and 
only if J(R) — Z(RR), extending a well-known result due to Carl Faith on semiperfect 
right FPF-rings with nil Jacobson radical. 

A result of H. Tachikawa [6] asserts that a left perfect right FPF-ring is right 
self-injective. This result was extended and Tachikawa's proof was simplified by 
Carl Faith [2] who showed that a semiperfect right FPF-ring with nil Jacobson radi
cal is right self-injective. However, there is an example due to B. Osofsky [5] of a right 
PF-ring with non-nil Jacobson radical. In this note we show that if R is a semiperfect 
right FPF-ring, then R is right self-injective if and only if J(R) = Z(RR). We also show 
that Faith's result can be regarded as a corollary of our result. 

Throughout this paper all rings considered are associative with identity and all mod
ules are unitary rights-modules. We write /(M), Z(M) and E(M) for the Jacobson radical, 
the singular submodule and the injective hull of the rights-module MR respectively. N(R) 
will denote the nil radical of R. For any subset X of R, r#(X) represents the right annihi-
lator of X in R. A ring R is called right (F) PF if every (finitely generated) faithful right 
S-module M generates the category of all right /^-modules. 

THEOREM 1. Suppose R is a semiperfect right FPF-rmg. Then R is right self-injective 
if and only ifJ(R) = Z(RR). 

PROOF. Suppose J(R) = Z(RR) and let {e\,..., em } be a basic set of primitive idem-
potents for R. As in [1] and [2], if E\ — E(e\R) and \i G E\ then (///? + e\R) is uniform 
and M = (fiR + e\R) 0 e2R 0 • • • 0 emR is finitely generated and faithful. Hence M is a 
generator. By [3, Theorem 1.2B], (iiR+exR)&e2R®- • -®emR = e\R®- • -0e?m/?0X, for 
some module XR. By Krull-Schmidt Theorem, since End#(ei/?) is local and ejR ^ e\R 
Y/ > 2, it follows that fiR + exR = e\R 0 T for some module 7^. Since p,R + exR 
is uniform, \iR + e\R = e\R and hence fiR + e\R is a local module. Let a be an R-
isomorphismbetween^S + eiSand^i/?. If e\R ^ p,R + e\R, then^i^ Ç J([iR + e\R) and 
a(e{R) Ç J(exR) = e{J(R) = exZ(RR) Ç Z(RR). Now rR(e{) = rR[a(ei)) which is right 
essential in RR, a contradiction. Thus \x G e\R, and so e\R is injective. This completes 
the proof. 
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Next we show that Faith's result is a corollary of Theorem 1. 

LEMMA 2. Suppose R is a semiperfect ring. Then Z(RR) Ç J(R) andZ(RR) Ç J(R). 

PROOF. Since R is semiperfect, Z(RR) lies over a direct summand, i.e. R = eR 0 
(1 -e)R such that e2 = e <G R, eR Ç Z(/?/?) and Z(/fa) PI (1 - e)/? is small in fl. Since 
Z(RR) does not contain non-zero idempotents, it follows that Z(RR) is small in R. Thus 
Z(RR) Ç /(/?). Similarly Z(RR) Ç /(/?). 

LEMMA 3. IfR is a right FPF-ring then N(R) Ç Z(/fo). 

PROOF. This is Lemma 1.2(a) of [4]. 

COROLLARY 4. Suppose R is a semiperfect right FPF-ring with nil Jacobson radical. 
Then R is right self-injective. 

PROOF. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, Z(RR) = J(R). Now the result follows from 
Theorem 1. 
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